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Abstract - Using a thin flame model with a constant density ratio across the flame 
and a constant burning velocity., numerical simulations of flame propagation into de- 
fined, non-decaying turbulent-like flow reveals a succession of growth rate behaviors. 
Starting with laminar growth, the flame length then acquires an exponential growth rate 
when the turbulence distorts the early flame so that an inner flame radius is a small 

fraction of the largest outer radius. As the flame'continues to grow, the difference be- 

tween the inner radius and the outer radius, refered to as the flame zone thickness Lz, 

becomes constant and small compared to the flame size - this yields a constant growth 

rate, but with magnitude much larger than the initial laminar value. The flame size, 
using either the average radius or the maximum radius, grows like R N VC t, where the 

flame convection VC is created by volume expansion distributed thoughout the flame 
zone Lz. This constant growth rate appears to evolve into a power-law growth rate, 

R N t l+q ,  where q > 0, similar to the growth of the flame length, LF - tl+p, where 
p > q, which follows its exponential powth period. This accelerated growth rate of 
flame size can be related to the temporal growth in Vi, which is related to a fractal-like 
nature of the flame length and a constant flame zone thickness. While there is no direct 
connection with these synthetic simulations, it is noted that large-scale experiments also 
exhibit a power-law behavior: R - t1-5 (Gostintsev et aE., 1989). 
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Introduction 

The goal of this work is to understand the possible nonlinear behavior of turbu- 
lent flame propagation. An expanding flame is the selected configuration, and two- 

dimensional, non-decaying turbulent-like flow is specified to allow maximum flame 

development. While dissipation is the reality of turbulence, this synthetic turbulent-like 
flow allows the propagating flame to exhibit its features without the complication of 

a changing flow environment. All the chemical structure of the flame is ignored and 
only the volume creation at the flame surface is retained. Furthermore, the burning 
velocity SL, which is the flame advancement rate into the flow ahead of the flame, is 
held constant - independent of flame shape and flow strain rate. To achieve a thin 

flame (thin compared to the vortical flow structure) a Lagrangian description of the 
flame shape is used. Discrete volume sources located along the flame create the desired 
volume expansion caused by chemical reaction. Given this minimum physical model 
of turbulent flame propagation, is there a unique turbulent flame speed? 

These simulations, and some experiments [l], indicate no, the apparent turbulent 
flame speed may have many different growth rates, because they depend upon the spa- 
tial distribution of the volume expansion. Before describing the numerical simulations, 

we present a description of how volume expansion may interact with a distorted flame 

shape to create these different growth rates. 

Flame Convection Caused by Volume Expansion 

Consider a thin premixed flame propagating into a turbulent mixture. How does 
the flame motion depend upon the volume expansion? To simplify the coupling between 
chemistry and the flow dynamics, assume a zero thickness flame model with constant 
burning velocity SL, and a volume production of T for each volume reacted so the 
density ratio across the flame surface is T + 1. To simplify the flow dynamics, assume 
two-dimensional turbulent-like flow with constant energy and no vorticity production 
by the flame. Using reaction at constant thermodynamic pressure in the zero Mach 
number limit, then the expansion velocity V’ is the gradient of a scalar potential, VE = 

V&. This scalar potential is defined by the velocity divergence created by the volume 
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expansion within the flame, V 2 4 ~  = V . u. Integration of the velocity divergence over 
a domain which includes an infinitesimal section of the flame, that is, an arc length 

of ds, yields the volume flux from that location: S V  - u d A  = r S L d s .  We determine 

the expansion velocity by using a distribution of volume sources. Each source creates a 
radial outflow of m/(27rr), where T is the distance from that source and m is the volume 

flux (= T S L ~ S ) .  The expansion velocity VE at any 5, y point is obtained by a summation 
over the volume sources located along the flame. Thus, the flame shape determines the 
spatial behavior of the volume expansion velocity. 

The expansion velocity can be split into a long range contribution VLR, which 
depends upon the flame shape, and a short range effect VSR, independent of shape. To 
illustrate these contributions, consider a circular flame with radius R centered about 
the origin of an x, y system - the flame shape is x = Rcose, y = Rsin8. To determine 
the short range effect, examine the convection near the flame where x = R and y = 0; 

and let E = x - R to denote that the point in question is always close to the flame. 
When < y << R, then the flame can be approximated as the straight line x = R, the 
infinitesimal arc length becomes ds = dy ,  and the distance vector is r = E i  - yj. The IC 

component of the convection velocity is 

I 

and for 0 < /EJ << IY} the velocity is VSR = f 7 S ~ / 2  for * E ,  that is half of the volume 

flux goes towards the unburnt side of the flame and half towards the burnt side. The 
velocity jump through the flame is TSL. I 

The long-range contribution depends upon the flame shape. Here we use a circular 
flame and so the infinitesimal arc length is ds = RdB and the distance vector to the 
location x = R, y = 0 is r = (R  - R cos S)i - R sin Sj. The x component of velocity is 

(2)  
(R - Rcose) R d e  - 7% eo - - -  

+eo TSL V, = i . V  = - 
27r L e o  (R - R cos 812 + (R sin 012 2 n  

where 8, is the rotation angle which defines the extent of the circular arc away from 

the location in question; for a complete circle 8, = and VLR = r S ~ / 2 .  Notice that 
VLR diminishes to zero as the flame length vanishes, 8, + 0. For the circular flame, 
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the convection velocity inside the flame is V’ = VLR + VSR = 0 and for an E distance 
outside the flame it is VE = TSL . Addition of the burning velocity yields a flame speed 

of rSL + SL, which equals the density ratio times SL. 
Other flame shapes do not have simple expressions for the long-range contribution 

[2]; therefore, given a highly distorted turbulent flame, we determine an approximate 

circular distribution of volume expansion in order to estimate VLR. Note that away 

from a circular flame, which has a radius RF, the conservation of volume flux creates 
a radial flow with a magnitude of TSLRF/R for radii R > RF. The approximate long- 

range behavior is based on the assumption that between two radial locations, labeled as 

R1 < R2, there is some average value of volume expansion which produces a velocity 
field like a circular flame for radial locations outside of R2. Let C denote the average 

flame surface density, which has dimension of inverse length, in two spatial dimensions, 
it is flame length per unit flow area. The approximate long-range contribution is 

where a constant value of C has been used for now. There are two interesting cases of 
a distorted flame ball: 1) a thick flame zone R1 << R2; and 2)  a thin flame zone LZ = 

R2 - R1 with LZ << R2. A flame with a thick flame zone should exhibit an exponential 
growth rate because in this case the long-range contribution of volume expansion is 
proportional to the size of the flame ball, so that d&/& - rSLCdt. However, if this 
thick flame ball evolves into one with a thin flame zone, then the convection velocity will 

become constant because now (@ - R;)/R2 = Lz(R2 +R1)/R2, giving VLR N TSLCLZ. 
The two-dimensional simulations, to be descrbed below, do show an exponential growth 
followed by a constant growth rate. However, this constant growth rate is then followed 
by a power-law behavior, where the maximum flame radius grows like t l + q  with Q > 0. 

Before giving the details of the simulations, we suggest a way in which this power-law 
behavior can be explained in terms of the flame zone thickness and the nature of the 
flame shape. 

Turbulent premixed flames exhibit a fractal-like nature. In two dimensions this 

implies that the flame length would have a dimension larger than unity. If a two- 
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dimensional flame grows with constant Lz, then the available area for the flame is 

given by Lz2nR2. As this area expands with the growth of R2, the total flame length 
should grow at a faster rate to reflect that a fractal object has more length than the 
non-fractal boundary of the domain. A faster growth of flame length would produce 
an ever increasing flame surface density C (assuming that the outer cut-off is given by 

R2 and that the inner cut-off is a constant, as it is in the numerical scheme used in this 

work). Thus, VLR - TSLLZC will grow more than the growth in R2, and thereby, the 
growth of R2 will accelerate above the linear dependence. Thus, a constant flame zone 

thickness combined with a fractal-like flame shape may produce a flame ball growth 
rate like R - t l+q.  The simulations do provide some evidence for a power-law growth 

rate and we now show in more detail how that may occur. 
Let RM denote the maximum flame radius and to a time when the flame zone 

thickness appears to remain constant; at this time the long range-contribution to the 

flame convection is V&(to). From the simulations it appears that the total flame length 
does have a power-law behavior following a period of exponential growth. Let the 

flame length be LF - [t/t,)l+p. Thus, with constant LZ we expect that V L R ( ~ )  N 

( t / t o ) P - q  VLR(~~) where the exponent p - q gives the increase in volume expansion 
caused by the fractal nature of the flame length. We observe in the simulation results 

that p is nonzero before there is an accelerated growth in radius. The time rate of change 
of RM is estimated as 

(t/to)P-g V L R ( ~ ~ )  + 0.75~5'~ + SL (4) 
dRM 

dt 
- N  

where the last two terms reflect that a local maximum in flame radius usually has a semi- 
circle shape, giving (1/4 + 1/2)7S~, and always has the Huygens advancement of SL. 
Integration of this equation, starting at time to with q = 0, p = 1.1 and V'R(~~) - 3 . 7 ~ s ~  
(all values are based on simulation results, including the 0.75 factor), yields a behavior 
like RM - t l+q  with q x 1/2. If Lz does remain constant, then the relation p = 2q 

should hold, however, any temporal changes in LZ could affect these exponent values 
(and some simulation results indicate that LZ may not remain constant). 
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Simulation Flame-Flow Model 

We now describe the simulation model and typical results from these simulations 
of flame propagation without volume confinement. Two flow models have been used: 

1) close packed, non-interacting eddies with a randomly selected sign of rotation [3]; 
and 2) dilute eddies, with long-range interaction, and randomly selected location and 
rotation [4]. Both eddy types have a maximum swirling velocity of u' at a radial location 
of R,. In these simulations all eddies have the same size and circulation, and we set Ro 
equal to the initial flame diameter do. 

Discrete volume sources located along the flame provide the volume expansion 
caused by chemical reaction. The velocity field created by the volume sources convects 

the eddies. The eddy structure is not affected by the flame, that is, the effect of volume 
expansion on the eddy size is ignored and possible baroclinic production of vorticity 
is neglected. The non-interacting eddies affect only the flame segment which is within 
the defined eddy radius; thus, before and after flame passage over a particular eddy, 
that particular eddy has no effect upon the flame dynamics. The long-range eddies 
continue to have the same effect upon the flame, with the magnitude of the effect 

changing with the eddy distance from the flame. We indude a damping effect upon 
short wavelength disturbances to the flame by using an averaging procedure when 
advancing the flame location [5]. We notice that flames which no longer encounter any 
eddies become smoother due to the Huygens' propagation effect and the numerical 
damping. Thus, these flames are not self-excited by the Darrieus-Landau instability 

over the size range simulated here, which is much smaller than the size achieved in [6, 
71. All flame results discussed herein do have a continual interaction with the eddies. 

Let RA denote the average flame radius from the initial origin. The starting diameter 
is do, which could be one millimeter as it is for hydrocarbon-air flames initiated by a 
spark plug [8]. The burning velocity SL is constant and time is expressed in units of 
do/SL. In the two-dimensional simulations with LF as the flame length, the volume 
flux is TSLLF where T is the volume created for each volume reacted. Let RM be 
the current maximum flame radius from the origin (RM has a smoother time variation 
than RA because burnout of a deep cusp feature causes a discrete outward jump in the 
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average flame location). Let VF be the average velocity of the flame, which grows to 
be much larger than either u' or SL. Values of u' = SL and ~ S L ,  and r = 3 and 6 have 

been used. 

Simulation Results 

We present results with the conditions of r = 6 and u' = 35 '~  within the non- 

interacting eddy flow [3], these results also have the biggest calculated flame size. The 
discrete time-step is 0.002 do/SL and the calculated flame shape is saved every 100 steps, 
up to the end at 2,600 steps, when there are almost 48,000 flame segments, each about 

0.05 do in length. Figure 1 presents the flame shape at three times after ignition, and for 
each shape, the average radius RA with respect to the origin is shown by the dashed 
circle. The transition from a thick to a thin flame zone is evident. The eddy swirling 
diameter of 2d0 sets the scale of the flame bulges throughout the flame evolution. The 
flame surface density C averaged over selected time periods is shown in Fig. 2, where 
again the spreading of the flame zone is evident.. Integration of the profile associated 
with a period of constant Lz (solid line in Fig. 2, is the time interval from 2.4 to 3.2 

do/SL, the other periods are given in caption) provides the estimate for VLR(~~) in Eq. 
(4). The fractal nature of these flame shapes is given in Fig. 3. The caliper method 

of determing length was used by moving along the flame and counting the number of 
segments of length E during a journey around the flame [9]. To reduce the scatter in the 
estimated length, multiple starting locations were used to allow at least 500 segments 
for each value of E, the process was ended when LF < 10~. As assumed above, the 
inner cut-off does not change with the growth of the flame size, while the outer one 

does change. The estimated slope value is approximately -0.55 (dashed line). The flame 
length has an exponential growth period, similar to the results in [3,4], before a transition 
to a power-law growth occurs, see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The power-law exponent changes 
with the increase in LZ that occurs near the time of 4 d , / S ~ ,  as shown by the change in 

the C distribution given in Fig. 2. Burnout of the deep cusp features appearing in Fig. 1 

causes the discrete reductions in flame length seen in Fig. 4. The maximum and average 
radii are not as sensitive to this burnout process and also exhibit a power-law growth, 
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see Fig. 6.  We now discuss the succession of growth rates seen in these simulations. 

Stages of Flame Ball Growth 

Stage 1) After the blast wave from the spark, the flame size is about 1 mm - during 
the initial growth the real burning velocity may exhibit large changes because of the 

large relative change in flame area with time, but this effect is ignored in the current 

simulations. At time zero we have RM = RA = d,/2 and the convection velocity from 
the circular shape is V’ = TSLRMM/R for R 2 RM, which just reflects conservation of 
volume flux for any location outside the flame surface. 

Stage 2) Flame size becomes similar to the eddy size, the flame shape acquires large 

distortions so that the inner radius Rr is small compared to RM, and when the volume 
expansion velocity is approximated by a distributed circular solution, see Eq. (3), a thick 
flame zone produces exponential growth of flame length LF - exp(~u’t/&,),  similar 

results are in [3]. Notice that this size-dependent growth requires a thick flame, so LZ 
must grow like RM. Instead of growing, Lz becomes constant; in engine experiments 
LZ is about 10 mm [lo] and in Fig. 2, the solid line indicates a similar value if do x 1 mm. 

Stage 3) Flame size is now much greater than the flame zone width, LZ << RM, and 

Eq. (3) yields a constant expansion velocity, and so RM - VF t. However, we observe 
that the flame length now acquires a power-law growth LF - tl+p, with p - 1.1 when 

RA > 30d,. This flame shape also has a fractal-like nature, with an estimated dimension 
of = 1.5. (This exponent does depend upon the selected flow parameters.) This fractal 
nature implies that if LZ remains constant then RM must accelerate because the total 
flame area is growing faster than the linear extent of the flame zone and so, VF will 
increase. 

Stage 4) Transition to accelerated propagation: the flame radius acquires a power-law 
behavior, RM N t l + q ,  where Q > 0. Assuming a constant flame zone thickness Lz, and 
that L F  - t l+p ,  then the convection velocity will increase and a power law develops 
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for RM. An estimate of this transition behavior was given in Eq. (4). This estimate 

was based on the simulation results: to is 2.2 for r of six and 3.4 for r of three (tirne 

to is selected when the average radius is 30 do). Integration of Eq. (4) to times when 

R;w > 150d, (using p = 1.1 with 4 = 0 at to), yields RM - tl+Q and the resulting 4 values 
are 0.5 for r = 3 and 0.52 for r = 6. (To indicate the sensitivity to p,  using a value of 
p = 0.6 produces 4 values of 0.22 and 0.28.) In Eq. (4), there are two contributions 
to the maximum radius velocity which depend upon volume expansion. First, the 

term V L R ( ~ ~ )  ( t / t o ) P - Q ~ S ~ ,  has been discussed, the numerical value of 3.7 represents 
the estimated limit when LZ << RM, whereas for LZ = 10do and RM - 30d0 the 
simulation value is 2.9. The second contribution is the term 0.75 ~ S L ,  which is a local 

flame shape effect upon the convection of the maximum radius (the assumed shape is 
a semi-circle and simulations with r of 3 and 6 suggest the 0.75 factor). 
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Discussion 

Turbulent flame speed - is there a unique value? Damkohler suggested that turbu- 

lence creates more flame area, and even with no change in the burning velocity, there 

would be a large apparent increase in the mass burning rate from just the area increase. 

This may be expressed as STAL = SLAT, where AT is the total flame area and ST is 
the apparent flame speed when the flow rate is based on the cross-sectional area AL 
that would OCCUT with laminar flame propagation SL. For the two-dimensional growing 
flame, we let AL be given by the maximum radius RM, and the ratio ST/SL is related 

to LF/RM N t p - q ,  where p N 1.1 and Q - 0.43, based on one time interval that has a 

constant flame zone thickness. Thus, ST - t0e6'S~, and inverting the RM relation, we 
also have t - R, , giving ST - R"~;~"'SL. It has been noted [I, 61 that this exponent 

value has a numerical value close to the suspected fractal dimension of the flame sur- 
face (in Fig. 3 the dimension values range from 0.47 to 0.66). As in the other studies 
[l, 6, 111, no claim is made here that the temporal exponent must be directly related 
to the fractal dimension - for example, changes in the flame zone thickness L z  appear 
to change the power-law exponents, perhaps because the expansion velocity VE does 
depend upon the flame shape, and hence, so does the flame growth. Thus, the behavior 

of LZ may affect the mass burning rate STAL in nonlinear ways without a change in 
the fractal nature of the flame. 

1/1.43 

From these simulations of a freely propagating flame, with its ever expanding 

perimeter, it appears that real flames propagating into a turbulent mixture may be in 

the process of continual change - the fractal nature of flame area interacting with a 

changing flame zone thickness interacting with a decaying flow (which is also being 
compressed by the spatial gradients in the expansion flow) - all these coupled effects 
may result in a flame that never acquires a unique value of ST versus u'. 
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do), the times after ignition (initialized as a circle with diameter do) are 1.6,2.4 and 4.4 

d o / S ~  and the average radii (dashed line) are 18.2,35 and 86 do, with rms values about 

RA of 3.0,3.3 and 5.4 do. The corresponding flame lengths (divided by 27r) are 57.7,133 
and 363 do. 

I 
~ 

Figure 2. Flame surface density C during the flame evolution shown in Fig. 1 

(length unit is do). The average C during periods of constant Lz is given by the solid 
line, 2.4 < t < 3.2; the dashed line is the average during 4.0 < t < 4.8 and the dotted line 
is from the last two flame shapes at times 5.0 and 5.2 do/SL.  The duration of these time 

periods was selected by comparing C distributions obtained at intervals of 0.2 do/SL 
and combining the similar ones; the interval from 3.2 to 4.0 is a period with continual 

change in the C distribution and so, they were not averaged. 

Figure 3. Flame length as a function of caliper distance E indicates a small range 
with a fractal-like nature (filled circles are from the flames given in Fig. 1, open circles 

from the largest flame, not shown, at time 5.2 d o / S ~ ) .  

Figure 4. Temporal development of flame length L~/27r, (v symbols), the maximum 
radius RM (solid line), the average radius RA (0) and the laminar growth rate of TSL+SL 
(dotted line); note, that the maximum flame length at time 5.2 d o / S ~  is 2,934 do, whereas 
the average radius is 108 do. 

Figure 5. Natural log-log plot of flame length versus time. Using LF N tl+p, the 
values of p are 1.1 from time 0.8 to 3.8 do/SL,  and then a transition to p = 0.5 from 
4.0 to 5.2 d o / S ~  (the dashed lines have a slope equal to the exponent given in the axis 
label). The transition in the exponent value occurs after the transition seen in C from 
3.2 to 4.0 do/SL. 

Figure 6. Natural log-log of maximum flame radius RM (0) and average radius RA 
(v). The maximum radius exhibits a longer period of power-law growth than does the 
average radius. 
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